Blast Chillers / Freezers
The Nor-Lake Chill Smart Blast Chiller Freezer
line is a self contained refrigeration cabinet with
a system designed to rapidly and uniformly
decrease the temperature of hot foods to either
a chilled or frozen state in order to provide
enhanced food safety, longer storage life, and
better production efficiency. Blast Chiller and
Blast Chiller/Freezer models available.

Benefits of a Nor-Lake Blast Chiller /Freezer
■ Nor-Lake blast chillers will chill product down to under 40ºF in 90 minutes. Minimizing
microbial activity in the food product improving food safety.
■ The chilling process is automatic.
■ Improved shelf life.
■ Par cooked items can be finished in a fraction of the time.

Food Identification Controller Technology
The Chill Smart Line is enhanced with the exclusive FIC system,
Food Identification Controller: intelligent blast chilling which allows
the modulation of the airspeed velocity and refrigeration power during
the various stages of the cycle.
The FIC system is characterized by a multipoint probe embedded
with three points; they constantly monitor the core, undersurface and
surface temperature of the food.
The FIC system prevents superficial freezing preserving the
organoleptic qualities and nutritional values of the food.
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Blast Chiller Models

NBCR40-4

NBC113-14

NBC 80-8

Blast Chiller/Freezer Models

NBCF44/24-4

NBCF93/55-8

NBCF44/24-4B

NBCF115/55-14

NBCF220/110-20

Product Features:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Exterior: Stainless steel front, sides, rear and top
Interior: Polished stainless steel with one-piece radius 		
cornered liner
CFC-free polyurethane insulation
R404A system
Hinged fan cover for easy service and cleaning access
Interior drain outlet for easy cleaning
Removable stainless steel racks and support guides
Self closing doors with full height stainless steel door handle
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Easy to remove magnetic door handles
Door frame heaters
Automatic condensate defrost
Adjustable stainless steel feet
Product core probe with L shaped handle 		
for ease of use
All controls and parts accessible for the 			
front
Meets HACCP standards for storage of 			
cooked foods not immediately consumed
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